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Abstrat. Curriulum enrihment priniple is one of the approahes in eduation

of mathematially gifted students. Usage of didati omputer games ould be one

of the possibilities of aomplishment.

1. Introdution

Curriulum enrihment priniple is one of the ways of reating proper ondi-

tions at shool, that is to say by modifying eduational ontent, helping the

gifted pupil's to develop their apaities in an optimal way. It brings enrih-

ment of knowledge, interests and abilities beyond the regular urriulum.

The enrihment should be divided in three levels (broadening, deepening,

and enrihing the urriulum) and should be foused mainly on developing

higher order thinking proesses, self-reliane in problem solving and reativity.

The enrihed urriulum should follow the abilities, knowledge and needs of

a gifted pupil [1, 3℄.
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Current urriular douments designated for elementary shools support

using omputers for eduation of mathematis. They also onstitute problem

solving and solving of nonstandard appliation problems as one of the four

main topis of mathematial eduation at elementary shools. A nonstandard

appliation problem is alled a problem that has to be solved by using not

frequent methods or di�erent methods that pupils know in their lasses. One

of the ways of reahing this intent is the appliation of didati omputer

games to mathematis teahing.

There are a lot of programs or didati games based on a mathematial

problem, so we piked one of them.

2. Didati omputer game "4COLORS"

This is one of the older (a DOS program) but very usefull game based on the

four olour theorem. It states that four olors are su�ient to olor any map

so that regions sharing a ommon border reeive di�erent olors.

It is very easy to demonstrate the mathematial indution proof to ele-

mentary shool pupils by using the "4COLORS". We have to keep in mind

the omplexity of this kind of proof. During solving the next problem we an

see that the pupils gifted with mathematis an omprehend. Mathematial

indution is a dedutive proess whih is spei� for mathematiians but not

for pupils (the mathematiian in the �rst steps of his heuristi strategy solves

using indution; in the ase he �nds "something" he proves by inferene).

Let us solve a problem:

Is it possible to olor all of the regions in the plane devided by the given num-

ber of lines using only two olors, so that regions olored by the same olor

share only points � verties? If it is possible, what is the number of lines that

aomplish requirements?

There is a geometri harater of this problem, problem solving by using

"4COLORS" is very rational. We have to draw a new map. Beause of some

software problems we have to draw a retangle at �rst. That is the plane.

Then draw a line in this retangle. Now the plan is divided in two areas. It

is easy to olor this map by using only two olors. Beause of the software

problems we have to use the third olor to olor the area outside the retangle.

After that the program displays that we managed the task. Then we an

draw a new map (a new retangle) with two lines inside. The plane is divided

into four areas. Again, there is no problem to olor the map using only two

olors. We are able to ontinue with drawing three lines, four lines, et. and

eah time we are able to solve the problem. At this moment the pupil ould
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dispute. What if this four lines would be plaed in a di�erent way? How many

qualitatively di�erent situations are possible when we plae four lines inside

the plane? Do we have to solve eah situation partiularly? Considering this

questions, this stadium is very suggestive for eah pupil beause they notify:

I am not evidently able to verify my hypothesis (there is always a solution for

any number of lines despite their positions in a plane) in the way of solving

the problem, for example, for 1, 2, . . . , 10 lines. That is pupil's dilemma that

allowes us to perform mathematial indution. We have to notify that the most

of statement haraters valid for all natural numbers introdued to pupils are

easily provable. In the most ases the pupil "proves" for n = 1, 2, 3 and then

he delares: it is proved for all natural numbers.

Mathematial indution (sometimes alled full indution) is onneted with

mathematial axiomatis, so it is ompliated for beginners. Hene we an

present it to the pupils as a fat:

If any mathematial statement is true for some natural number

k and if validity for n + 1 follows from the validity of the statement

for any natural number n, then the statement is valid for all natural

numbers greater than or equal to number k.

Now we reword the �rst task:

Demonstrate that it is possible to olor all areas of a plane so that any pair of

areas olored by the same olur ontats only in their verties, without regards

to the number of the lines dividing the plane.

The solving proess is demonstrated by using "4COLORS".

1. The plane is divided by one line and these two areas are olored by

di�erent olors. The statement is valid for k = 1.
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2. Let us draw two retangle planes in one piture. Draw some lines into

the left plane and then draw the lines the same way into the right

plane and add one more line. Now we have two maps. Color by two

olors the left map. In this ase we manage to do it � we do not

have to be a�raid of failure aused by di�erent positions of the lines.

Why it is so we demonstrate later. So in the left map the statement

is valid for n. Let us olor the right map. The added line devides the

retangular plane into two areas. One of them is olored by the same

olor as in the left map. The other area has to be olored by the other

olor used in the left map. The result has to be the requested oloring.

In the ase we draw the "added line" from the right map into the left olored

map, there would be some areas where the "added line" goes through (there

are the requirements broken) and some areas where does not (there are the

requirements aomplished). But there is simple solution how to aomplish

the requirements in the areas with "added line". We have to use the other

olor in one of the two areas divided by the "added line" and olored by the

same olor.

In the left map there are n + 1 lines, on the ground of verity of the left

map (verity for n) we proved verity of the right map (for n + 1). Finally,

the "added line" was plaed randomly and so we have solved the problem of

di�erent positions of the lines � it does not matter at all!

On the ground of the full indution, the statement is valid for any random

natural n.
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The usage of "4COLORS" for this problem solving is very apposite

beause pupils have an oppurtunity to go through the seond indution

step many times, as long as they understand its logial struture. After

that they an understand dedutive proedure of mathematial indution

proof.

They also understand that validity for k (in this ase k = 1) is basi;

the validity of statement for n + 1 following from the validity of statement

for n does not su�e in order to verify the validity for n ≥ k or for all n.

At this moment we an give the pupils an idea of the mathematial indution

by using domino: let us have a row of domino stones, the indution step means

that if the �rst stone falls, the next stone is hit and falls too (the step means

that the �rst (or kth) stone really falls).

In the task the ruial fats are that a line devides a plane into two disjoint

areas and two lines an share only one point. So if we mention this fats, we

an generate the next task.

Demonstrate that all the areas of a plane divided by a random number of

irles/ellipses are olorable by two olors, so that two areas olored by the

same number ontats just in verties.

Solution of this problem is analogous to the solution of the �rst task and is

learly shown in Figures.
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